The 
INTRODUCTION
The radial clearance between a rotor-blade tip and casing wall in a turbomachine is indispensable for its operation. However, its existence has been a major source of unfavorable flow phenomena. Complicated vortical structures are generated by the tip-clearance flow and its interactions with the end-wall boundary layer, the blade wake, and neighboring blade. The tipclearance vortical structures often induce rotating instabilities and blockage in the flow passage which result in severe performance loss and subsequent stall of axial compressors [1, 2] . Also, in a transonic compressor, interaction between passage shock and tip-clearance flow is implicated in the degradation of efficiency as well as vibrations and noise generation [3] . These issues have motivated a number of experimental and computational inves-tigations of the compressor tip-clearance flow, and some basic understanding has been achieved (see e.g. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] ).
On the other hand, in hydraulic turbomachines such as submarine propulsors and liquid pumps, the existence of tip clearance is considered to be a cause for cavitation, which can result in loud acoustic noise, performance deterioration, and the erosion of blades and casing wall (see e.g. [8, 9, [12] [13] [14] ). In order to understand the mechanisms for cavitation, it is necessary to study the detailed turbulence and vortex dynamics in the rotor-blade wake and tip-clearance region and the associated low pressure events.
In the most recent experiments performed by Devenport's and Simpson's groups at VPI [15] [16] [17] [18] , low speed linear compressor cascades with stationary and moving end wall were employed. Mean velocity, vorticity, turbulent kinetic energy, and frequency energy spectra have been measured downstream of the rotor blades for tip gaps of 0.83%, 1.65%, and 3.3% chord. Wang and Devenport [16] employed a moving end wall and found noticeable difference in the mean velocity and Reynolds stress distributions from the experiments which utilized a stationary end wall [15] . Kuhl [17] and Ma [18] examined the effects of upstream vortex pairs on the downstream tip-leakage vortex. Employing a stationary end wall, Wenger et al. [19] performed twopoint measurements of the turbulent fluctuations in the downstream tip-leakage flow, and showed conclusively that the tipleakage vortex is not subject to low-frequency pitchwise "wandering" motions. On the other hand, an experiment employing a moving end wall [16] showed a noticeable low-frequency spectral peak in the pitchwise velocity energy spectra which is quite different from the peak in the blade wake. However, no further investigation regarding the origin and mechanism of this lowfrequency peak were made.
These experiments [15] [16] [17] [18] have provided useful information regarding the flow as well as valuable data for validating computational techniques. However, since the measurements were limited to the flow field at least one and half chord lengths downstream from the trailing edge, they could not shed light on the upstream flow features which are critically important.
Experimental measurements of the tip-leakage flow in the vicinity of the tip gap very close to the end wall are generally difficult due to technical and safety issues. In addition, the strong unsteadiness of the tip-leakage flow limits the applicability of conventional Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approaches in a computational study. These difficulties have been major obstacles to a detailed understanding of the tipleakage flow physics leading to viscous losses. Although, the gross feature of the tip-leakage vortex has been known for some time, a deeper quantitative understanding of the dynamics of the tip-leakage vortical structures and their interaction with the endwall boundary layer is needed to elucidate the viscous loss mechanisms.
In this study, the tip-leakage flow, particularly in regions not studied experimentally, is investigated using data generated by large-eddy simulation (LES). The objective is to gain an improved understanding of the mechanisms for viscous losses associated with the tip-leakage flow in turbomachines and the unsteady characteristics of the vortical structures. In order to gain such an understanding, it is necessary to study the detailed turbulence dynamics in the rotor-blade wake and the tip-clearance region and to examine the space-time correlations of the coherent turbulence structures present in the end-wall tip-leakage flow. Furthermore, a detailed investigation regarding mean pressure and pressure fluctuations has been carried out, which helps understand tip-leakage cavitation in hydraulic turbomachines. The results will be presented in a future publication.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY Numerical Method
The numerical algorithm and solution method are described in detail in Ref. [20] . Here, we summarize the main features of the methodology.
The three-dimensional, unsteady, incompressible NavierStokes equations are solved in a generalized coordinate system in conjunction with a Smagorinsky type dynamic subgrid-scale (SGS) model. Given the fully inhomogeneous nature of the flow, a Lagrangian dynamic SGS model, which averages the model coefficient along the flow pathlines [21] , is employed.
The integration method used to solve the governing equations is based on a fully-implicit fractional-step method which avoids the severe time-step restriction in the tip-clearance region. All terms including cross-derivative diffusion terms are advanced in time using the Crank-Nicolson method and are discretized in space by energy-conserving second-order central-differencing. A Newton iterative method is used to solve the discretized nonlinear equations. For the pressure Poisson equation, an efficient multigrid procedure, which is a combination of the line and redblack Gauss-Seidel multigrid method is used. This method is particularly appropriate for parallelization. The simulation code is parallelized using OpenMP.
Computational Setup
The flow configuration and coordinate definition are schematically shown in Fig. 1 . The present study is focused on a linear cascade with a moving end-wall at the bottom of the tip gap that matches the experimental setup of Wang and Devenport [16] . Only a single blade is considered, with periodic boundary conditions in the y-direction to mimic the flow in the interior of a cascade. The computational domain is of size L x ×L y ×L z = 1.8C ×0.929C ×0.5C, where C is the blade chord. The mesh size used for the final simulation is 449 × 351 × 129.
The important parameters for the base simulation are as follows: The size of the tip clearance is 0.0165C, the blade pitch is 0.9C, and the blade span is 0.5C (1C in the experiments). The blade has a relatively high stagger-angle of about 57 degrees. The Reynolds number of this flow is 400, 000 based on the chord and inflow free-stream velocity, and the inflow turbulent boundary layer has a Reynolds number of 780 based on the momentum thickness.
The inflow turbulent boundary-layer data is provided using the method of Lund et al. [22] , modified to account for the fact that the mean flow direction is not perpendicular to the inflow/outflow plane. No-slip boundary conditions are applied along the rotor blade and moving end wall, and convective boundary condition is applied at the exit boundary.
The difficulty with grid topology in the tip-clearance region is overcome by a novel approach which combines an immersed boundary technique [23] with a structured grid in a generalized coordinate system. In addition to this, the high stagger angle in the experimental setup necessitates the use of very skewed mesh, which requires fine control of mesh parameters such as stretching ratio and aspect ratio, and an adequate formulation of nonlinear convection terms to avoid numerical instability (see Ref. [24] for more details).
The grid spacing and resolution in wall units in the important regions are reported in Ref. [24] in detail. In general, the grid resolution on the blade surface is reasonable compared to previous LES studies of wall bounded turbulent flows using similar numerical methods [25] . Grid resolution normal to the end wall (0.3 ≤ ∆z + ≤ 2.1) is also reasonable. In the directions parallel to the end wall, ∆x + and ∆y + are generally less than 50, except in a small end-wall region where the maximum values reach 90 ∼ 100 because of the strong effect of the tip-leakage vortex on the boundary layer. The present mesh is determined iteratively based on the results from a number of coarser-mesh simulations.
The simulation is advanced in time with the maximum Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number equal to 4 which corresponds to ∆tU ∞ /C ≈ 0.73 × 10 −3 where U ∞ is the incoming freestream velocity. Each time-step requires a wallclock time of about 900 seconds when 32 CPUs of an SGI Origin 3800 are used. In wall units, the time-step is in the range of 0.078 ≤ ∆t + = ∆tu 2 τ /ν ≤ 3.79. The maximum ∆t + is found underneath the blade tip, and except for this location, ∆t + is generally less than 0.8. The results which will be discussed below are obtained by integrating the governing equations over a time interval of about 20C/U ∞ .
A systematic validation of the LES predictions has been conducted and reported in [20, 24] . Comparisons are made with experimental data [16] in terms of mean velocity and turbulence statistics in the measurement planes downstream of the trailing edge, and reasonable agreements are obtained.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Overall features of the tip-clearance flow
Gross features of the end-wall vortical structures found in the present study are visualized using the λ 2 vortex identification method [26] and shown in Fig. 2 . In this vortex identification method, eigenvalues of the symmetric tensor S 2 + Ω 2 , where S and Ω are respectively the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the velocity gradient tensor, are considered. If λ 1 , λ 2 , and λ 3 are the eigenvalues and λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ λ 3 , the definition of a vortex in an incompressible flow is equivalent to the requirement that λ 2 < 0 within the cortex core. The most dominant vortical structure is the tip-leakage vortex which originates at about 20% to 30% of the axial chord downstream from the leading edge. This vortex and tip-separation under the blade tip near the leading edge generate induced vortices. Highly unsteady vortical motions are found in the trailing edge region. In this region, tip-separation vortices become highly complicated due to the interaction with the tip-leakage vortex and blade wake. Similar observations have been reported by other experimental and numerical studies in tipclearance configurations [15, 16] . Trajectories of the tip-leakage vortex core, the dominant tipseparation vortex, and blade wake are compared in Fig. 3 with experimental measurements [16] . The core of the tip-leakage vortex is defined as the point of maximum streamwise vorticity through the tip-leakage vortex similar to that in the experiment [16] . The dominant tip-separation vortex is found using the λ 2 vortex identification method and the core of the λ 2 contour is used to determine its trajectory. To describe the trajectory of the blade wake, locations of peak streamwise velocity deficits at z/C a = 0.9 are traced.
The trajectories of the tip-leakage vortex and blade wake are in good agreement with experimental data in the wake region, also shown in the Fig. 3 . However, details regarding the tipseparation vortices were not clearly identified in the experimental study. This may be due to high-speed motion of the end wall hindering measurements of flow quantities near the end wall.
The trajectories of the tip-leakage vortex in the cascade passage region (x/C a ≤ 1) and tip-separation vortex downstream of the trailing edge show larger propagation angles with the streamwise coordinate compared to those found in the rest of the tipleakage vortex and the blade wake. Since the tip-leakage vortex in the cascade passage and the downstream tip-separation vortices are located close to the end wall, their positions are strongly affected by the end-wall motion in the positive pitchwise direction. Downstream of the trailing edge, the tip-leakage vortex is lifted from the end wall. Its trajectory and the trajectory of the blade wake are hence aligned with the cascade main stream.
The pressure difference between the pressure and suction sides of the blade tip and the moving end wall drive the tipleakage flow across the tip gap. The streamlines in an x − y plane close to the end wall are shown in Fig. 4 , which reveal the driving mechanism for tip-leakage flow. A convergence of the streamlines along the locus of the tip-leakage vortex is observed. and the blade suction surface. As a result of flow turning, the streamwise velocity component is significantly reduced in this region as shown in Fig. 5 .
Although an accurate prediction of the flow field underneath the blade tip is crucial for understanding the vortical structures and their generation and evolution mechanisms, in previous studies, numerical prediction of these flow features has been difficult due to the issues with grid topology and grid resolution in the tipgap region. Oil or paint film visualization techniques have been the most common way of experimentally investigating the flow field inside the tip gap.
Mean Flow Field and Turbulence Statistics
In this section, the mean flow field and turbulence statistics in the cascade passage, where the tip-leakage and tip-separation vortices and induced vortices are generated and evolve, are discussed. The analysis complements the experimental study of Wang and Devenport [16] in which no measurement was made inside the blade passage. Furthermore, it allows a study of the flow to a level of detail not accessible by experimental resolution.
In the cascade passage, the tip-leakage jet, driven by the pressure difference between the pressure and suction sides of the blade tip, plays an important role in the vorticity and turbulence production. The tip-leakage jet is found to produce significant mean velocity gradients (∂U/∂z) due to the direction change of the flow along the spanwise direction as shown in Fig. 5 , which shows the mean streamwise velocity component in a y − z plane at x/C a = 0.7 from the view-point of an observer looking upstream (left-and right-hand side walls represent the suction and pressure surfaces of two neighboring blades, respectively).
The tip-leakage vortex approaches the pressure side of the neighboring blade with increasing chord-wise coordinate. As the flow passes through the cascade passage, it is observed that the magnitudes of the streamwise velocity in the cascade core region and the pitchwise velocity near the end wall are rapidly reduced (see Ref. [24] for more details). This is a desired transition of dynamic head to static pressure rise in axial compressors or pumps.
The significant mean velocity gradients also results in en- hanced vorticity magnitudes. Figure 6 shows the contour plots of three mean vorticity components in a y − z plane at x/C a = 0.7. In the end-wall region, the streamwise (Ω x C/U ∞ ) and pitchwise (Ω y C/U ∞ ) vorticity components dominate the vorticity field and this suggests that the tip-leakage vortex evolves in a helical configuration. The jet-like leakage flow underneath the blade tip produces higher vorticity levels in the streamwise and pitchwise components compared to that in the tip-leakage vortex. Large spanwise vorticity (Ω z C/U ∞ ) is observed on the blade pressure and suction surfaces due to the boundary layers.
In general, in the blade passage, the regions of tip-leakage, blade-tip, and blade boundary layer generate strong vorticity magnitudes. Among them, the vorticity magnitude underneath the blade tip overwhelms the magnitudes found in the tip-leakage vortex and separated blade boundary layer. The latter two regions have comparable vorticity magnitudes. In the tip-leakage vortex, the location of peak streamwise vorticity corresponds to the vortex core. The peak vorticity magnitude in the tip-leakage vortex decays as it develops downstream. In addition, as also noticed in Wang and Devenport's [16] experiments, the tip-leakage vortex in the blade wake decays rapidly with the streamwise coordinate.
A region of high pitchwise vorticity is found between the tipleakage vortex and the suction side of the blade tip (Fig. 6(b) ).
Intense negative pitchwise vorticity is found along the jet-like flow near the end wall, and this is closely related to the direction of tip-leakage flow. As shown in Fig. 4 , the end-wall leakage flow, which is directed upstream by the pressure difference between two sides of the blade tip and the end-wall motion along the positive pitchwise direction, generates strong negative pitchwise vorticity (Ω y = 1/2(∂U/∂z − ∂W /∂x) ≈ ∂U/∂z < 0). On the contrary, significant levels of positive pitchwise vorticity are produced in the adjacent upper region where the leakage flow and cascade core flow generate large positive spanwise derivatives of the streamwise velocity (∂U/∂z > 0).
A vortex generator can be utilized to diminish the strength of the tip-leakage vortex. Kuhl [17] and Ma [18] examined the effects of an upstream counter-rotating vortex pair produced by a vortex generator on the tip-leakage vortex. They observed significant modification of the downstream tip-leakage flow field. However, since the streamwise vorticity field (Fig. 6(a) ) mainly consists of counter-clockwise rotating vortices (from the viewpoint of an observer looking upstream), it would seem more desirable to employ upstream clockwise co-rotating vortices instead of the counter-rotating vortex pair. In order to control the pitchwise vorticity (Fig. 6(b) ), which is quite significant in the tip-leakage jet region, shape modification of the blade crosssectional profile and blade tip seems to be more appropriate since the direction and magnitude of the pressure gradient across the blade tip is the major source of the vorticity.
The tip-leakage vortex, tip-leakage jet, and blade boundary layer separation generate strong turbulent fluctuations. To examine this, the transport equation for the Reynolds normal stresses or turbulent kinetic energy k, is expressed as:
where
An understanding the behavior of turbulent kinetic energy and mechanisms for its production is useful for devising or improving k based turbulence models for tip-leakage flow configurations, and also for investigating the mechanisms for viscous losses in the cascade end-wall region. Figure 7 shows a contour plot of the mean turbulent kinetic energy (k/U 2 ∞ ) at x/C a = 0.7. The gross shape of the turbulent kinetic energy distribution is similar to that found in the mean streamwise velocity contour plot (Fig. 5) . The tip-leakage vortex, tip-leakage jet, and blade boundary layer are the main sources of turbulent kinetic energy. More precisely, turbulent kinetic energy found in the tip-leakage jet and blade boundary layer are slightly higher than that in the tip-leakage vortex. Dominance of turbulent kinetic energy in the tip-leakage jet and blade boundary layer region is consistently observed throughout the blade passage. In general, the magnitude of turbulent kinetic energy in the crossstream plane decreases along the axial direction.
To examine the turbulent kinetic energy production in more detail, each term in ℘ (Eq. (1)) is considered separately. The production term is decomposed into:
Since the first term, −u u ∂U ∂x , is negligibly small, only the remaining 5 terms are considered.
As shown in Fig. 8 , in the cascade passage, the turbulent kinetic energy production near the end wall is dominated by the ℘ 4 and ℘ 5 terms. Considering that the magnitudes of Reynolds shear stress components are an order of magnitude smaller than those of Reynolds normal stress components (see Ref. [24] ), it is evident that the spanwise derivatives of the mean streamwise and pitchwise velocity components are major sources of turbu- lent kinetic energy production. The contribution of the ℘ 3 term to the total ℘is also noticeable due to the pitchwise derivative of the streamwise velocity. The ℘ 3 term is found to dominate the turbulent kinetic energy production near the blade suction surface. The ℘ 1 and ℘ 2 terms are characterized by large regions with opposite signs around the tip-leakage vortex core.
Throughout the blade passage, the tip-leakage jet produces the highest levels of turbulent kinetic energy production. This is due to the large spanwise derivatives of the streamwise or pitchwise velocity components caused by the rapid change of flow direction across the tip gap. Therefore, it is concluded that significant amount of turbulent kinetic energy is produced by the streamwise and pitchwise velocity gradients in the tip-leakage flow. Muthanna and Devenport [15] and Wang and Devenport [16] also reported that most of the turbulence is generated by the axial velocity deficit associated with the tip-leakage vortex rather than its rotating motion.
Considering that the spanwise derivatives of the streamwise and pitchwise velocity components play a major role in producing vorticity and turbulent kinetic energy, it can be inferred that the viscous loss due to the tip-leakage jet can be alleviated by redirecting tip-leakage jet in such a way as to reduce the velocity gradients. Modifications of the blade profile and blade tip may be a feasible way of achieving this. For instance, one may employ a rib like structure to channel the leakage jet towards a desirable direction.
Space-Time Correlations of Velocity Fluctuations
The flow phenomenon associated with viscous losses in the cascade end-wall region is highly turbulent. However, largescale coherent structures such as the tip-leakage vortex exist in the background turbulent flow and their unsteady characteristics are critically important and yet not well understood.
The unsteady "wandering" motion of the tip-leakage vortex was observed by Zierke et al. [13] and others in axial flow rotors. In a recent experiment in a linear cascade employing a stationary end wall, Wenger et al. [19] performed two-point correlations of the turbulent fluctuations in the downstream tip-leakage flow, and concluded that the tip-leakage vortex is not subject to lowfrequency wandering motions. On the other hand, a subsequent experiment employing a moving end wall [16] showed a lowfrequency spectral peak in the pitchwise velocity energy spectra, whose frequency is quite different from the peak frequency in the blade wake. However, no further investigation regarding the origin and mechanism of this low-frequency peak was conducted.
In this study, this issue is examined using the LES data. To examine the spatial and temporal characteristics of the coherent structures present in the tip-leakage flow, energy spectra and space-time correlations of the velocity fluctuations were computed. Figure 9 shows the energy spectrum of the pitchwise velocity component as a function of frequency at a location in the tip-leakage vortex core. A noticeable spectral peak at nondimensional frequency of approximately 1.5, which is quite different from the blade wake shedding frequency ( fC/U ∞ = 5 ∼ 6), is observed. The computed spectrum is in excellent agreement with that reported by Wang and Devenport [16] . The same low-frequency peak does not appear in the energy spectra of other velocity components [20] .
Considering that the spectral peak appears only in the pitchwise velocity fluctuations, the space-time correlation coefficient for each velocity component is computed as a function of pitchwise and temporal separations. Figure 10 shows the space-time correlations of the pitchwise velocity fluctuations at the same location as for Fig. 9 . As shown in figure, for small values of pitchwise separation approaches zero, the major axis of the correlation contours is found to be nearly parallel to the time separation axis. This tendency is especially significant for pitchwise velocity fluctuations [24] . This indicates the existence of pitchwise low-frequency wandering motion of the tip-leakage vortex corresponding to the long time delay.
Therefore, the present space-time correlation study suggests that the low-frequency spectral peak observed in the energy spectrum of pitchwise velocity fluctuations is related to the wandering motion of the tip-leakage vortex.
CONCLUSIONS
An analysis of LES results has been performed with an emphasis on understanding the mean flow field, turbulence characteristics, and vortex structures and dynamics in the vicinity and downstream of the tip-gap region.
Gross features of the tip-leakage vortex, tip-separation vortices, and blade wake have been revealed by investigating their evolutionary trajectories and mean velocity fields. The tipleakage vortex is found to be the most dominant vortical structure in the end-wall region. It is observed to originate on the suction side of the blade tip at about 20% to 30% axial chord downstream from the leading edge. The tip-leakage vortex expands in size and approaches the pressure side of the neighboring blade with increasing axial chord. The trajectory of the tip-leakage vortex in the cascade passage is strongly affected by the moving end wall while the trajectory is mostly influenced by the cascade main stream after passing the trailing edge, where the core of the tip-leakage vortex is sufficiently lifted from the end wall.
In addition, the end-wall vortical structures, including the tip-leakage vortex, are well identified by regions of significant streamwise velocity deficit and high streamwise and pitchwise vorticity magnitudes which suggest a helical configuration. Interestingly, the end-wall region between the blade tip and the tipleakage vortex produces higher vorticity levels in the streamwise and pitchwise components compared to those in the tip-leakage vortex. This is closely related to the direction of the tip-leakage jet which is generated by the pressure difference between the pressure and suction sides of the blade tip. The tip-leakage jet is found to produce significant spanwise and pitchwise derivatives of the streamwise and pitchwise velocity components which result in highly enhanced vorticity magnitudes.
The tip-leakage vortex, tip-leakage jet, and blade wake are found to generate most of the turbulent kinetic energy. Among them, the tip-leakage jet is found to produce higher levels of the turbulent quantities compared to those generated by the tipleakage vortex and blade wake throughout the blade passage. This is also due to the large spanwise derivatives of the streamwise or pitchwise velocity components in the tip-leakage jet.
Based on the above analysis, it is expected that the viscous loss due to the tip-leakage jet can be alleviated by changing the direction of the tip-leakage jet such that the spanwise and pitchwise derivatives of the mean velocity are reduced. Modifications of the blade profile and blade tip may be a feasible way to achieve this. For instance, one may employ a rib like structure to channel the leakage jet towards a desirable direction. A vortex generator which generates vortices rotating in a direction opposite to that of the tip-leakage vortex can also be utilized to diminish its strength.
To examine the spatial and temporal characteristics of the coherent structures present in the tip-leakage flow, space-time correlations of the velocity fluctuations and frequency energy spectra have been computed. The energy spectrum for each velocity component shows broadband characteristics. A notable low-frequency spectral peak is observed in the energy spectrum of the pitchwise velocity fluctuations. A comparison with the vortex shedding frequency in the blade wake and an analysis of the space-time correlations of velocity fluctuations in the endwall tip-leakage flow suggest the existence of a pitchwise wandering motion of the tip-leakage vortex.
